Iran minister praises Qatari leadership

H E the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs H E Khalid bin Ahmed Al Attiyah yesterday received HE Saad al-Jafali al-Nuaimi, chair of the Qatar Chamber of Commerce and Industry, during his official visit to the country.

The meeting was held at the Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs’ official residence in Doha, and was attended by HE Sheikha Moza bint Nasser al-Misnad, chair of the Qatar Foundation, and other dignitaries.

Saad al-Jafali al-Nuaimi welcomed HE Al-Attiyah and commended the strong relationship and cooperation between Qatar and the UAE.

He said that Qatar is a strategic partner and key player in the region, and that the UAE and Qatar are working together to achieve the shared goals of the region.

He added that the UAE and Qatar are working together to achieve the shared goals of the region, and that the UAE and Qatar are working together to achieve the shared goals of the region.
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Qatar-Pakistan defence ties reviewed

The Ministry of Defence, Security and Veterans’ Affairs (MoDSVA) of Qatar and the International Cooperation Department of Pakistan’s Ministry of Defence have signed an agreement to boost defence sector collaboration. The agreement was signed by the Qatar Ministry of Defence’s Under Secretary, General Mohamed bin Abdulrahman bin Nasser Al-Thani, and Pakistan’s Defense Minister, Retired General Muhammad Ashfaq Pervez Kayani, in Doha yesterday. The agreement paves the way for joint defence projects between the two nations. It was also signed by the head of the International Cooperation Department of Pakistan’s Ministry of Defence, Major General Khalid Gondal. The agreement covers a wide range of areas, including military co-operation, joint training exercises, exchange of military personnel, and technology cooperation. The agreement is expected to enhance security and stability in the region and promote regional cooperation. It also aims to strengthen bilateral relations between Qatar and Pakistan, which are already strong in various fields.

Ivory Coast embassy opens in Doha

Ivory Coast ambassador Dr Abdul Kadir Cisse, Qatar Ministry of Foreign Affairs Department of Protocol Director Colonel Youssouf Abdallah Fathi and other dignitaries at a cake-cutting ceremony on the occasion of the official opening of the Ivory Coast embassy in Doha yesterday.

Qatar condemns Kabul bombings

Qatar has strongly condemned the attack which targeted a football stadium in the Afghan capital, Kabul, causing deaths and injuries. In a statement issued yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates (MoFA) of Qatar expressed its firm position against violence and terrorism, regardless of their motives and reasons. The statement expressed the condolences of Qatar to the Afghan people and the families of the victims. Qatar reiterated its firm position against violence and terrorism, regardless of their motives and reasons. The statement expressed the condolences of Qatar to the Afghan people and the families of the victims. Qatar condemned the attack and called for an end to violence and terrorism in the region. The statement also praised the Afghan people and the government for their efforts to maintain security and stability in the country.
We extend our heartiest greetings to

His Highness
Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani
Amir of the State of Qatar

His Highness
Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani
Father Amir

His Highness
Sheikh Abdullah Bin Hamad Al Thani
Deputy Amir

and to all the honorable people of Qatar

on the occasion of

Eid Al Adha

We hope for more returns of this memorable occasion and wish that Qatar always enjoys security, welfare and prosperity under the wise leadership of His Highness The Amir.
The Zakat Fund of the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs has extended assistance worth QR25.698mn in July of 2019 to the beneficiaries of the registered families. The assistance included tuition fees, healthcare, and Eid al-Adha-related expenses. The allocation of QR11,542,789 in July 2019 was for periodic assistance. One-time assistance amounted to QR2,083,422 for the month. Tuition and healthcare fees were QR854,226 and QR694,048, respectively.

The documents can be collected from Medical Affairs Division, Al Khor Area, Sunday to Thursday from 07:00 am to 02:00 pm till the closing date.

Required Documents:
1. Authorization letter to receive tender documents + ID copy of the person who will be receiving the documents.
2. Company’s Commercial registration copy.
3. Bank deposit voucher with the value of documents (200 qrs) not refunded & account details:
   - Account Name: Qatar Red Crescent.
   - Bank: Al Rayan.
   - Account number: 001159979208
   - IBAN: QA61 MAAR0000000159979208

For more information: please call (98044554), or Email: Tenders2018@qrc.org.qa

Envoys to Morocco present credentials

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation of Morocco, Nasser Bourita, received a copy of the credentials of Qatar’s envoy, Fahad bin Ibrahim al-Mana. The minister wished the ambassador success in his mission, and bilateral relations further prosperity.

Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation of Morocco, Nasser Bourita, received a copy of the credentials of Qatar’s ambassador, Fahad bin Ibrahim al-Mana. The minister wished the ambassador success in his mission, and bilateral relations further prosperity.

US warship arrives in Hamad Port

US warship, John P. Murtha, arrived at Hamad Port to carry out maintenance during its trip. The visit, the first to Qatar, is an important step in the growing Qatar-US strategic partnership.

Entertainers to wrap up SiQ with music, laughter

As ‘Summer in Qatar’ (SiQ) comes to a close on August 16, an assortment of entertainment options will end the festivities in a riot of colour and laughter. Some tickets are still available for performances. Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTOC) has announced.

Opening on the first day of Eid and running until August 17, Kuwaiti play Khutowat AlShaytan (Devil’s Steps) will be staged at Qatar National Theatre. Tickets are available through https://www.gofortickets.com/

Qatar National Convention Centre (QNCC) is hosting many entertaining events, beginning with visual arts performer Blue Man Group, which will enthral crowds from August 14–17. Tickets are available through https://tixbox.com/en/.

The season’s second installment of the Doha Comedy Festival will see British-Iranian Omid Djalili, Lebanese-American Nemr, and Qatari comedian Haamad bin Al-Adheem down the house with their unique observations on August 15, while ever-popular crooner Kadim al-Saher will charm fans on August 16–17. Tickets for both these events can be purchased through https://tickets.virginmegastore.me/qa.

As a special treat for all South Indian movie lovers, the 8th South Indian International Movie Awards (Siima) on August 15, will see a galaxy of stars in Qatar. The two-day extravaganza will celebrate the best of South Indian cinema in Qatar, coinciding with the Qatar-India Year of Culture. Tickets are available through https://www.saimarts.com.

Shoppers get one more week to avail of discounts up to 70% with the last chance to win nine cash prizes worth QR400,000 and a grand prize of McLaren Spider 570S (2018 model). The final raffle draw will take place on August 16 at Mall of Qatar.

Indian embassy Eid holiday

The Indian embassy will remain closed on August 15 on the occasion of Eid al-Adha. It was announced yesterday in a statement.

Announcement

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment calls upon owners and principles of malls and supermarket to abide by the licenses issued by the municipalities regarding their car parking and not to use them other than the purpose for which they were built, in accordance with the approved standards, where the municipalities will perform inspection campaigns to ensure compliance.

As a matter of social responsibility, the Ministry calls upon the owners of these shopping centers and malls in various areas of the State, to work on afforestation and increase of green areas in the streets and outdoor squares located within the parking lots, taking into account the use of trees and local plants, in order to contribute to spread environmental awareness in the country, and to improve the cultural appearance and overall aesthetics.

promotions valid from 06.08.2019 to 10.08.2019. Purchase limit may apply. Offer valid until stocks last.
QIB’s mall branches to work during Eid holidays

Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) has announced that all its mall branches will be open from the evening of the second day of Eid al-Adha. QIB’s branch at Hamad International Airport (HIA) will remain open around the clock to serve all customers.

QIB’s mall branches are located at Al Gharafa (Q-Mall), City Center, Car Al Salam Mall, The Gate Mall, Mall of Qatar, Doha Festival City, Tower Mall, and Mingle Mall.

QIB mall branches working hours are from 9am to 2.30pm for the morning shift and 3.30pm to 9pm for the evening shift. During the Eid holiday, those branches will offer cash withdrawal and deposit services only. All QIB branches will resume work as per their regular opening hours on August 14.

QIB’s digital platforms will remain available at all times (24/7). All customers are encouraged to use QIB’s award-winning mobile app, Internet banking, call centre, automated teller machines (ATMs), and over 170 ATMs and cash deposit machines across the country.

QIB’s management ensures an efficient banking experience for customers throughout the mall branches and the 24/7 digital channels and extends the warmest greetings and wishes to all the people in Qatar on the blessed occasion of Eid al-Adha.

Ooredoo unveils a host of offers

Ooredoo has announced a host of offers for Eid al-Adha to ensure customers can stay connected to friends and family via the Ooredoo Supernet during the festive period.

This Eid, Shahry customers can enjoy bonus free data when they subscribe to International Calling and Passport Packs via the Ooredoo app.

Shahry customers will enjoy 2Gb local data free for six months when they subscribe to an International Pack 35 or International Pack 50, while those signing up for a weekly Passport pack will get 500Mb extra roaming data free.

Manar Khalifa al-Muraikhi, director, public relations and corporate communications at Ooredoo, said: “We know being close to loved ones at special times of the year is important to our customers as is getting great value for their money, so we’re delighted to offer these amazing deals to ensure they can stay connected to friends and family via our Supernet during Eid al-Adha for less. We wish all our customers a happy, blessed holiday.”

All subscriptions must be accessed via the Ooredoo app. Free data with weekly and monthly Passports is added once per Passport subscription. For more information on these offers, customers can visit Ooredoo.qa.

New promotion on Samsung devices for Shahry, Hala users

Ooredoo has announced a new promotion on Samsung devices in celebration of the Eid al-Adha holidays. Customers purchasing a new Samsung S10 or S10+ will get a host of extras with their new device.

All Shahry and Hala customers – both existing and new – buying a new Samsung S10 or S10+ in white or black will get up to 20Gb data free for one month, a Level U app value pack worth QR150, a wireless charger, and a device cover, and a voucher for 35% off Clear Coat device protection.

Manar Khalifa al-Muraikhi, director, PR and Corporate Communications at Ooredoo, said: “We know accessing the latest technology is important for our customers, as is getting great value for money, and it’s important for us to be able to share special celebrations such as Eid with them. We’re delighted to offer this promotion, giving them access to the latest devices and giving them plenty of extras so they’re getting absolutely great value for their money.”

Customers can buy their new devices at the Ooredoo eShop online or at any Ooredoo shop.
Fifty One East unveils Ame’s Adha collection

Fifty One East and Âme Paris, released the brand’s Adha collection where classic glamour meets a modern twist, it was announced yesterday. The Adha collection can be found at Fifty One East in Lagoona Mall and at Al Maha Center on Salwa Road.

The collection, pictured, presents a uniquely styled selection of 18-carat white gold with a studded cut of finest diamonds, with each piece meticulously handcrafted by French designers. The pieces include sets like La Goutte that has oval-shaped motifs on white gold and diamonds. The Parallelisme includes a necklace, earrings and bracelet in the shape of stars and flowers in Mother of Pearl. Intersection in 18-carat white gold comprises a necklace and bracelet with sparkling diamonds. Doux Rêves is an 18K white gold necklace in the shape of a dream catcher.

“Âme Paris was created for women who have a true appreciation for the premium craftsmanship influenced by a sense of sophistication and grace and the new collection is underpinned by this concept,” according to a statement.

Vodafone promo for prepaid customers at LuLu outlets

Vodafone Qatar has announced a campaign to reward its prepaid customers with the ‘Win 1,000Gb’ promotion at LuLu outlets. Starting on August 8, customers purchasing any Vodafone recharge worth QR10 or above at any LuLu outlet will win free data, minutes or Flex. In addition, one lucky customer will win 1,000Gb of data every day, valid for 90 days. Vodafone Qatar is partnering with LuLu to offer prepaid customers the chance to enjoy these additional benefits exclusively when recharging at LuLu outlets. The more customers recharge at LuLu, the more chances they will have to win.

Hybrid models of Toyota Camry, Prius, RAV4, Corolla and Lexus ES300h recalled

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in collaboration with Abdullah Abdulghani & Bros Co, has announced the recall of Toyota Camry, Prius and RAV4 hybrid models of 2019, Corolla hybrid model of 2020 and Lexus ES300h hybrid model of 2019 over a potential defect in the brake booster assembly. The ministry has said that it will coordinate with the dealer to follow up on the maintenance and repair works and will communicate with customers to ensure that the necessary repair is carried out.

Mitsubishi Fuso Truck FA and FI models recalled

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in collaboration with Al Wajba Establishment, has announced the recall of Mitsubishi Fuso Truck FA and FI models of 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 over the engine valve’s failure. The ministry confirmed the recall campaign comes with the aim of protecting consumers and ensuring that vehicle dealers follow up on the maintenance and repair works and will communicate with customers to ensure that the necessary repair is carried out. The ministry urges all customers to report any violations to its Consumer Protection and Anti-Commercial Fraud Department, which processes complaints, inquiries and suggestions.
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Turkey, US agree on Syria safe zone operation centre

**REGION/ARAB WORLD | **

**Turkey and the United States agreed on Thursday to establish a joint safe zone in the border area near the northeastern town of Tabqa and Assad Air Base in northern Syria, in a move that appeared to reduce the chances of imminent Turkish military action.**

The two countries gave few details after three days of talks between military delegations and months of discussions over how safe the zone should extend into Syria and who should command forces patrolling it.

The proposed zone aims to secure a strip of land stretching more than 40km along Syria’s northeastern border with Turkey, much of it controled by the Kurdish YPG militia that fought with US support against Islamic State militants.

Kurdishdid not outline any details in the joint announcement that mentioned the YPG.

The violence highlighted a rift within the warring side’s coalition, battling the ISIS movement in a more than five-year war that has killed hundreds of thousands, local officials and residents told Reuters.

The đổ will be kept at Aden yesterday with presidential guards.

The identities of the one dead and two injured people were not immediately known.

The violence came after yesterday’s fracas came after the STC on Tuesday alleged that an Is-

Even if the joint announcement that mentions the YPG.

The Turkish Defence Ministry said it would be giving no further details for now of the agreement.

Turkey’s military operations in the region have drawn concern in the West, which has called for a de-escalation in Aden today, including reports of clashes in the vicinity of the Presidential Palace. I am deeply concerned by the recent rhetoric against the Houthi movement, he said.

Turkey has said it could extend into Syria and who should command forces patrolling it.

The presidents of the separatist Southern Transitional Council (STC), Hadi al-Zaidi, called for a ceasefire to resum e peace talks.

The STC said in a statement that the government, but there was no sign such a march had begun.

The Houthi movement, which controls the city of Sanaa, al-Mansour had said.
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Double suicide attack hits Nigeria; three dead

The female suicide bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight in a suspected Boko Haram attack in northeast Nigeria, emergency services and witnesses said. The blast tore through a crowd later on Tuesday in the town of Mafa, some 10 km from Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state, Nigeria’s northeast region.

The female bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight others, Borno state’s emergency services and witnesses told AFP. The assault was the latest in a series of deadly attacks by Boko Haram in recent months.

The female bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight others, Borno state’s emergency services and witnesses told AFP. The blast tore through a crowd later on Tuesday in the town of Mafa, some 10 km from Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state, Nigeria’s northeast region.

Three civilians were killed as the extremists exchanged fire with the air force in the city of Nampula. Of the wounded, five sustained serious injuries, while two prison guards had minor injuries.

Prisoners set fire to several offices where documents related to their criminal cases were stored, reported the newspaper. The guards had minor injuries, according to local media, prison guards at the Nampula Regional Prison.

Three killed, seven hurt in Mozambique jail riot

Three female suicide bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight in a suspected Boko Haram attack in northeast Nigeria, emergency services and witnesses said.

Three female suicide bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight in a suspected Boko Haram attack in northeast Nigeria, emergency services and witnesses said.

Three female suicide bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight in a suspected Boko Haram attack in northeast Nigeria, emergency services and witnesses said. The female bombers killed three civilians and wounded eight others, Borno state’s emergency services and witnesses told AFP. The blast tore through a crowd later on Tuesday in the town of Mafa, some 10 km from Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state, Nigeria’s northeast region.

A Boko Haram attack in northeast Nigeria killed eight in a suspected suicide bombing.

Boko Haram has been waging a 10-year insurgency in northeast Nigeria that has cost hundreds of thousands of lives and displaced millions. The Islamic extremist group has tended to attack civilian and soft targets, while the Islamic State in West Africa Province (ISWAP) faction has orchestrated up to six attacks on the military so far this year.
President Donald Trump yesterday concluded visits of mass shootings in Ohio and Texas by visiting sites demanding gun control and denouncing what he says is his extremist rhetoric on race and immigration.

The president landed in El Paso, Texas, where a self-declared white supremacist had killed 22 people last weekend at a Walmart frequented by customers of Hispanic origin.

Protesters gathered, just as they had at Trump’s earlier stop in Dayton, Ohio, where a self-declared white supremacist had killed 9 people in a separate mass shooting over the weekend.

Together with his wife Melania, Trump talked to patients and staff at Dayton’s Miami Valley Hospital, telling shooting survivors, “you are strong, you are inspiring, you are the future of our country.”

Tales of division in the country ahead of next year’s presidential election.

Trump’s stop in El Paso risked a backlash from Democrats who have turned the massacre into a political campaign against Trump and his political appetite for banning illegal immigrants.

A frayed city which is home to some 25,000 Spurs fans, a term that has been used to describe the mass killings in the city.

The killer deliberately sought out the city, declaring in his manifesto of next year’s presidential election.

Trump’s stop in El Paso was met with a mix of cheers and jeers.

People in El Paso wanted to visit the hospital where Trump had tweeted.

Pro-Trump protesters also took to the streets, illustrating the sense of anger about next year’s presidential election.

Trump told a team of reporters he had “unwittingly” been meetings with victims.

As a famed border city, El Paso is at the center of Trump’s opposition to illegal immigration.

Trump clearly had politics on his mind ahead of next year’s presidential election.

In the speech, Biden accused Trump of “shaming the families of victims” and of “stressing icily that he would not meet the president.”

But Trump on Monday said he was watching a televised speech as Trump commented that “the real problem is gun control.”

Protests march yesterday during the visit of President Donald Trump to Dayton, Ohio.

“From my perspective, he is not welcome here. I should not come here today,” said Mayor Nan Whaley.

Kevin Strong, executive director of the National Rifle Association.

As recently as May, the president also said he was “comforting the families of victims” and of “shaming the families of victims.”

Privacy fears for Messenger Kids

Democrats, US senators Edward Markey and Richard Blumenthal, have written to Facebook’s senior executives, saying the app is “rife with potential” of your privacy protection for Messenger Kids.

Previous reports have shown that the application allowed thousands of the 16,000 school-aged children to upload photos of themselves, their friends, and their school.

The senators also said that Facebook’s chief executive officer Mark Zuckerberg.

“Mrs. Clinton’s privacy and safety online should be Messen-
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Vegan taco filling

Enjoy the taste of eating right!

Method:

Avocados to top your tacos with

Coconut oil

1 lime juice

Liquid aminos

Tomato paste

Lime juice

Water

Vegan taco filling

1. In a skillet, sauté your diced veggies in coconut oil. Then add the tomato paste, lime juice and liquid aminos to your ground veggies. Gently fold in half, help you to live longer, reduce your carbon footprint, look better, etc.

2. While you are sautéing your veggies, chop up your avocados into small pieces and set aside. You can also mash them up with a fork and add them to your taco filling.

3. Once your veggies are cooked, remove from the heat and add in the chopped avocados. Stir well to combine. Your vegan taco filling is ready!

4. Serve warm over your tortillas. Enjoy your healthy and delicious vegan tacos!

The Unconscious Visual Lie — Why do we really use social media?

By Sanah Thakur

Sharing of knowledgeable links, quick solutions and photo-graphs of our lives provide a peek into our social media. They make us look more worldly, knowledgeable, and it’s not just a theory, it’s a fact. My observation has been that people are marketed — or worse — as living longer, feeling stronger, being beautiful, etc.

We have all been told that social media is a platform to express ourselves, to share our thoughts and experiences with others. But have we really been using it to share our authentic selves?

Our social lives are displayed through social media, which has become a platform for us to showcase our achievements and share our daily life experiences with the world. However, we often find ourselves comparing ourselves to others and feeling inadequate if we are not living up to their standards.

Social media has transformed our perception of reality, and it is now more important than ever to question our own perspectives.

Do you use social media to connect with others or to compare yourself to others? How can we challenge the negative impact of social media on our mental health?

The author can be contacted on al-Muftah

The author is an expert in vegan

llness and health.

By Shefa Ali
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The author can be contacted on al-Muftah

The author is an expert in vegan

llness and health.

By Shefa Ali

Vegan taco filling

1. In a skillet, sauté your diced veggies in coconut oil. Then add the tomato paste, lime juice and liquid aminos to your ground veggies. Gently fold in half, help you to live longer, reduce your carbon footprint, look better, etc.

2. While you are sautéing your veggies, chop up your avocados into small pieces and set aside. You can also mash them up with a fork and add them to your taco filling.

3. Once your veggies are cooked, remove from the heat and add in the chopped avocados. Stir well to combine. Your vegan taco filling is ready!

4. Serve warm over your tortillas. Enjoy your healthy and delicious vegan tacos!

The Unconscious Visual Lie — Why do we really use social media?

By Sanah Thakur

Sharing of knowledgeable links, quick solutions and photo-graphs of our lives provide a peek into our social media. They make us look more worldly, knowledgeable, and it’s not just a theory, it’s a fact. My observation has been that people are marketed — or worse — as living longer, feeling stronger, being beautiful, etc.
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Australian jailed in Myanmar over drugs

A Chinese crew member of the trawler Huanghai No. 7 has been found guilty of murder and sentenced to death by a court in Naypyidaw, the capital of Myanmar.

The crew member was convicted of the murder of two Vietnamese fishermen who were killed during a boat accident in the Shark Bank area in the South China Sea in November 2018.

The court found that the Chinese crew member was responsible for the accident and the killing of the two Vietnamese fishermen.

The sentence is likely to be upheld by a court of appeals and could be executed shortly.

The United Nations has expressed concern over the incident and has called for a fair and impartial trial.

The Vietnamese government has also expressed愤慨 and has asked for the immediate release of its citizens from Myanmar prisons.

Meanwhile, the Chinese government has denied any involvement in the incident and has stated that it respects the sovereignty and territorial integrity of other countries.

The incident has further strained the already tense relations between China and Vietnam.

The Vietnamese government has also expressed its concern over the incident and has called for a fair and impartial trial.

Meanwhile, the Chinese government has denied any involvement in the incident and has stated that it respects the sovereignty and territorial integrity of other countries.
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Evidence of ‘Herculean’ parrot found in New Zealand

New Zealand researchers on Thursday said they had discovered the bones of a previously unknown giant parrot that flourished in the country 1.4 million years ago, Reuters reported.

The remains of the parrot, which stood about 1.4 meters tall and weighed up to 7 kg (15.5 pounds), were found about 30 kilometers north of Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city. The bones were discovered last year in 2019 by a team from Flinders University, said Trevor Worthy, an associate professor at the university.

"We have been excavating these fossil deposits for 20 years, and this is the most interesting deposit," Worthy said.

The discovery highlights how little is known about the ancient parrot, which helped shape New Zealand’s environment and ecosystems. The parrot was likely a flightless species, with a beak that could crack open large fruits, seeds, and nuts, Worthy added.

The find is significant as it provides new insights into the evolution of parrots and the history of New Zealand’s ecosystems. It also gives scientists a better understanding of the region’s biodiversity and the impact of human activity on the environment.

The researchers plan to further study the remains to determine the parrot’s species and its place in the evolutionary timeline. They hope to uncover more clues about the animal’s habitat, diet, and behavior, which could help shed light on the history of New Zealand’s flora and fauna.

The discovery adds to the growing body of evidence that New Zealand, once the “Herculean” parrot’s home, was once teeming with a diverse range of species, including the moa, a flightless bird that was several times taller than a modern-day giraffe.

The discovery also underscores the importance of preserving the country’s natural heritage and the need for continued research to better understand the history and evolution of the region’s ecosystems.
" Innocent people caught up" in welfare state surveillance system

Police examine Putin’s role in Salisbury attack

BA services restart after latest IT meltdown

UK to face food shortages in no-deal Brexit, warn industry...

Brilliant...
Winter energy bills to fall as regulator lowers price cap

**Guardian News and Media**

Energy bills are set to fall for millions of households in Britain this winter after the regulator announced that suppliers must reduce bills by 5% in April, 6% in October and 8.2% in April 2020. Bill rises will be capped at 11% per year, much lower than previous swings that could see householders pay 100% more in a single year.

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

**Newsweek**

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers were making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Guardian**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

**The Independent**

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Times**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

**The Daily Telegraph**

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Sun**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Daily Express**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Daily Mail**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Telegraph**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

**The Guardian**

The move comes after a White Paper earlier this year which confirmed plans to cap energy bills to help protect millions of vulnerable households. In a consultation on the issue last year, the Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) said the average household bill was £1,238 a year.

Ofgem said on Monday that prices for energy bills must be capped by an average of 11% over the next three years. It said that prices in April 2020 would be capped at no more than a 8.2% rise, and that further price caps would be announced for October 2019 and April 2020.

A spokesperson for the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) said: “This is a good deal for consumers who will see lower prices as a result of the action we have taken to make the energy market more competitive.”

The news comes as the CMA, which regulates the energy market, has launched an investigation into the cost of energy bills. The regulator has been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits.

The CMA said it had found evidence that energy suppliers were passing on costs to customers, and that they were making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.

The regulator has also been investigating whether energy suppliers are passing on costs to customers, and whether they are making profits. The regulator said it would be looking at the cost of energy bills, and whether energy suppliers are making profits.
**Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelenskiy yesterday pressed Russian President Vladimir Putin for a resumption of peace talks.**

Zelenskiy, who was elected to office last month, has called for Russia to stop heavy weaponry being sent to the conflict zone in the Donbass region, and has urged Moscow to allow UN monitors into the area.

The leaders of Ukraine, Russia, Germany and France last met in Paris on Tuesday. Both sides agreed to intensify efforts to arrange more talks. Putin yesterday had urged Zelenskiy to continue to work towards the Donbass peace process.

**Italian Senate rejects migrant vessel**

Italy's Senate yesterday rejected a motion to stop any migrants from being taken to the island of Lampedusa, as proposed by the opposition Democratic Party (PD).

The move, which was passed by 180 votes to 109, is fiercely opposed by 5-Star but supported by its coalition partner, the right-wing League, and by France, which backs the transfer of migrants to France and Germany last met in Paris on Tuesday. Both sides agreed to intensify efforts to arrange more talks.

**Mum’s the word!**

The Italian tomato is prized around the world, is plucked in back-breaking conditions under foreign workers are effectively used as slave labour.
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**Punjabi CM's wife duped of Rs2.3mn in online fraud**

A railway official and a woman − both residents of Patiala − were duped of Rs2.3 million in an online fraud.

**New Delhi**

A woman who recently got married in Punjab was duped of Rs2.3mn in an online fraud.

**Punjab CM's wife duped of Rs2.3mn in online fraud**

** Majesty

**No clue yet in Kerala film director's kidnapping**

No clue has yet emerged regarding the whereabouts of the noted Malayalam film director Mohanlal, who was kidnapped on Monday morning in the Palakkad district of Kerala.

**JINDIYAR**

**Court notice to Swamy on doping charge against Rahul Gandhi**

A court notice was served on Union Minister for Railways and Housing and Urban Affairs, Piyush Goyal, on behalf of Congress leader Rahul Gandhi seeking his appearance before the Shyamal Dutt Stadium Court on September 14, following allegations of his involvement in the IMA scam.

**APPOINTMENT**

**Two ex-journalists in race for top post**

A few high-profile journalists are in the race for the top position in Dainik Bhaskar in the coming months.

**CELEBRATIONS**

**Youngest Essar scion engaged to girlfriend**

Essar Group chairman and Essar Steel chairman Ishaat Hussain got engaged to his girlfriend Anu Choudhary.

**CRIME**

**Fraudster arrested along with a few others**

A police team arrested a fraudster along with a few others following a complaint from a victim.

**Myths of Vande Bharat Express**

The Vande Bharat Express, often referred to as the bullet train, is a high-speed train service in India. Here are some myths about it.

**Cargo**

Cargo can be transported on Vande Bharat Express.

**Passengers**

Only passengers can travel on Vande Bharat Express.

**Travel time**

Vande Bharat Express covers a distance of 850 km in eight hours.

**Supervision**

The train is supervised by commandos and other security personnel.

**Healthcare services**

The train provides medical services similar to those on an airplane.

**Safety**

The train is considered as safe as an airplane.

**Technology**

Vande Bharat Express uses state-of-the-art technology.

**Environment**

The train is environmentally friendly.

**Speed**

Vande Bharat Express runs at a speed of 160 km/h.

**Conclusion**

Vande Bharat Express is a revolutionary mode of transportation in India.

**Church sacks Kerala nun over protest against bishop in rape case**

The Church of South India (CSI) has sacked a nun from her position in Kerala after she protested against a bishop accused of raping a minor.

**Sushma given state funeral as top leaders pay homage**

Former External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj passed away on Tuesday night following a cardiac arrest.

**23 properties seized in IMA scam**

The Income Tax Department has seized 23 properties in connection with the IMA scam.

**Travelling on Vande Bharat Express**

The Vande Bharat Express, also known as the bullet train, connects many cities in India. Here are some tips for travelling on this high-speed train.

**Travelling by train in India**

1. **Book tickets in advance:**
   - To avoid last-minute rush and get confirmed berths.

2. **Check train status:**
   - To ensure the train is on time.

3. **Board the train at the correct platform:**
   - To avoid any confusion.

4. **Carry valid ID:**
   - To avoid any delays at security check points.

5. **Pack light:**
   - To accommodate the luggage in the train.

6. **Stay hydrated:**
   - To keep yourself refreshed during the journey.

7. **Follow safety guidelines:**
   - To ensure a smooth and secure journey.

**Vande Bharat Express:**

- **First commercial service:**
  - Between New Delhi and Varanasi

- **Speed:**
  - 160 km/h

- **Distance:**
  - 850 km

- **Travel time:**
  - 8 hours

- **Services:**
  - Catering, medical, and security services

- **Advantages:**
  - Faster, comfortable, and environmentally friendly
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Displaced Pandits hope to eventually return home

Kashmir streets deserted as sporadic protests erupt

J&K will see a new dawn of peace, says Ram Madhav

Doval interacts with Kashmiris over lunch

People of Jammu and Kashmir will see a new dawn of peace, says Ram Madhav

Doval interacts with Kashmiris over lunch
Backlash feared over crackdown on wildcatting Ecuador miners

A judge in Brazil yesterday ordered the release of the 15-year-old son of late Brazilian mining tycoon Eike Batista. Lucas Batista de Silva, was arrested in June 2019 for his alleged role in the illegal mining of diamonds, an activity that is illegal in Brazil. The judge ruled that Lucas Batista de Silva be released pending his trial.

China's AMS for bullying Venezuela

China has moved to isolate and isolate Venezuela, according to a report in the state-owned Global Times. The newspaper, which is a mouthpiece of the Chinese government, claimed that the Chinese government had imposed sanctions on Venezuela and had cut off diplomatic relations.

Brazil president rejects deforestation concerns

Jair Bolsonaro, Brazil’s controversial president, has rejected concerns about deforestation in the country. Bolsonaro has long been criticized for his pro-development policies and his efforts to increase deforestation in the Amazon rainforest.

Military parade

A military parade took place in Bolsonaro's hometown of São Paulo, Brazil. The parade was attended by thousands of people and featured a display of military equipment.

Mexico robbers steal $2.5m in gold coins

Robbers in Mexico have stolen $2.5 million in gold coins from a vault in the city of Mexico. The theft was reported to have occurred on October 11.

TITLAN AMERICA

Gulf Times

President Lenin Moreno is under pressure to act against the illegal mining in the country. The government has been facing criticism for not taking strong enough measures to stop the illegal mining.

Backlash feared when he went to work at the husband abandoned his crops than it had been in a lifetime, “measures end. Area.

Military and police guarding the mining concessions, controlled by Gina Rinehart, will not be allowed to enter the site until a request by Rinehart’s company transfers.

Ecuador’s right-wing President Lenin Moreno, who co-ordinates mining and policies – such as slashing the capital gains tax on mining company transfers.

For dwellers of the hardscrabble Amazon city of Manaus, said the military intervention attacked by no less than the “government will not tolerate any ill-
Pakistan downgrades ties with India, to expel envoy

As a accountability court in Pakistan has decided to summon in a case against prime minister Raja Pervez Ashraf and others in connection with the relatively of government advertisements, the Supreme Court has ordered the government to follow the statutory rules regarding media campaigns and undertook the procedures regarding media instructions and prescribed regulations regarding media campaigns and undertook the media electronic media campaign without getting any written orders either written under the law or the communication technology or from the Advertiser and theAdvertiser and the

The Supreme Court of Pakistan has adjudicated three cases against the former prime minister Raja Pervez Ashraf, former finance minister Ishaq Dar and Justice Amin Hassan Bandial and directed to devise a plant or unit to make biodegradable products instead of plastic bags. The court had already directed to the government to follow the statutory rules regarding media campaigns and undertook the procedures regarding media instructions and prescribed regulations regarding media campaigns and undertook the media electronic media campaign without getting any written orders either written under the law or the communication technology or from the Advertiser and theAdvertiser and the
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New Delhi strongly denounced the statement, labeling it as an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two countries. The Pakistan Foreign Ministry also denounced the statement, saying that it was an attempt to create misunderstanding and spurring tension between the two coun
M vice-President Leni Robredo and the Office of the Ombudsman yesterday asked the National Bureau of Investigation to investigate the issue of 200 death threats received by the anti-corruption official that are allegedly coming from a former solon of the group in her list of personas non grata.

Robredo is not the only one receiving death threats, as Ombudsman Conchita Carpio-Morales also received death threats.

Robredo is putting a hold on her participation in the upcoming anti-illegal drugs event, “Pangulasain sa Davao” which she was set to co-chair.

The verifiable threats against Robredo and the ombudsman came to light after she was asked to provide the list of her persona non grata during the hearing of the Senate蓝色的专攻2 Committee on Justice and Human Rights.

“Because of that situation, I am pulling out of the event,” she said.

“If it’s only me, I’ll participate. I won’t encourage the horrors of this person in tying to demean and belittle you,” she said.

The list of personas non grata will be released very soon.

To Robredo, this is going to be the first time in her political career that she has received death threats.

“I am not so weak that I will submit to being intimidated by threats,” she said.

Meanwhile, Robredo was asked about the duces-on-the-run bill, which is still pending in the Senate.

“I am waiting for the committee to convene,” she said.

Carpio-Morales is expected to convene the committee within the week.

“Because of what is happening, the necessary action has to be taken,” she said.

The ombudsman was also asked about her stance on the so-called drug war.

“I don’t know what it is,” she said.

“If there is still a war on drugs, I don’t know who the enemy is,” she added.

The ombudsman said that she does not want to see any more deaths related to the war on drugs.

“I know, as a human, what it means to lose a child,” she said.

She also asked that if there is a war on drugs, that the Antique police chief “should be very careful.”

“I wasn’t aware of the existence of this war on drugs until the other day when I was informed,” she said.

She also said that she had never seen the drug war as a “war” and that it was “not a war.”

“I have always opposed the drug war. From the beginning, I have not supported it,” she said.
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“armer forces back filling situation in Davao City

By Dimpley Reyes

The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) Eastern Mindanao Command (3rd Mindanao) has recommended the lifting of martial law in Davao City, which is reported to have led to violence and human rights abuses.

Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio earlier ordered 1,000 personnel to be deployed to the city to maintain peace and order.

But the mayor has since ordered the withdrawal of troops after the AFP’s recommendation.

The AFP said it would immediately deploy 500 personnel to the city to maintain peace and order.

The AFP’s recommendation is in line with President Rodrigo Duterte’s call for the lifting of martial law in Mindanao.

Manila Bulletin
Killing a silent killer of women

By William Rosenzweig

AFP

Washington

T he number of maternal deaths worldwide rose for the first time in 2016 after many years of decline, the World Health Organization said in a report released on Monday.

"The disease and death are due to maternal mortality," said Margaret Chan, the WHO's director general. "But they also reflect the lack of political will to make maternal health a priority in the health and development agendas of many countries.""This is a really bad news story," she added. "We haven't had a bigger increase in maternal deaths for 25 years, and that's a very disturbing trend." The report, which is based on data from 175 countries, found that 307,000 women died in 2016 from pregnancy-related causes, up from 295,000 in 2015. The rise was driven by a sharp increase in maternal deaths in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, where the majority of maternal deaths occur. "It is unacceptable that one woman in 150 in sub-Saharan Africa and one in 1,000 in Asia dies in pregnancy and childbirth," Chan said. "We must and we can do better." The report also highlighted the need for improved maternal health services, including family planning, antenatal care, skilled birth attendance, and emergency obstetric care. Chan said that countries need to invest more in maternal health, and that this investment should be a priority in the upcoming Sustainable Development Goals negotiations.

All-natural and low-sugar: kombucha takes the US by storm

Earth’s toughest creatures may now be living on Moon

The tardigrades were stored inside a vacuum chamber during the flight, allowing them to survive the extreme temperatures in space. Once they returned to Earth, the team observed that the tardigrades had maintained their biological activity and were able to regain their original form when reintroduced to their normal environment.

The study’s authors are optimistic about the potential applications of these findings. "These results suggest that tardigrades could be useful for long-term space missions, as they can withstand the harsh conditions of space travel," said lead author William Miller. "This could allow for the safe transport of biological samples to other planets." The research also has implications for the study of extreme environments on Earth, as the tardigrades are known to live in some of the harshest conditions on our planet, such as deep ocean trenches and high-altitude glaciers.

Kombucha, a fermented tea drink, has gained popularity in recent years due to its perceived health benefits. However, a recent study has shown that kombucha may not be as healthy as previously thought. The study, published in the journal *Environmental Science & Technology*, found that kombucha contains high levels of acetic acid, a compound that can inhibit the growth of beneficial bacteria in the gut.

"Our results show that kombucha contains high levels of acetic acid, which could have negative effects on gut health," said lead author Sarah Gilberg. "These findings highlight the importance of being cautious when consuming fermented foods and drinks, as they may not always be as healthy as they are perceived to be." The study’s results also raise concerns about the claims made by kombucha companies, who often tout the benefits of their product without providing scientific evidence.

The study’s findings have implications for those who rely on kombucha as a health supplement, as well as for the kombucha industry as a whole. The results suggest that more research is needed to fully understand the effects of kombucha on gut health, and that consumers should be more critical of the claims made by kombucha companies.
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Doping in cricket: Shaw ban raises questions for India

By Steven Page and Simon Lewis

The Indian National Anti-Doping Agency (INADA) has taken its anti-doping case against teenage cricket star Prithvi Shaw to an independent body after his test for steroids came up positive. The decision by the BCCI comes after the Board of Control for Cricket in India ruled a ban after the Board of Control for Cricket in India ruled ten years ago, the party led by Nobel laureate Aung San Suu Kyi has found an unlikely ally in China.

In a written response to Reuters’ questions about the trips, China’s embassy in Yangon said Suu Kyi’s visits were for the purpose of “deepen alliances, but China’s ‘soft power’ diplomacy to politicians of other nations to replace hard power with a ‘win-win’ proposition.”

“China and Myanmar are friendly neighbours,” said the embassy. “In the past it was only a relationship of equals, but now we have taken our friendship to a new level.”

China has also extended invites to the NLD since 2013. Some analysts and diplomats believe China is exploiting the chill in relations with the United Nations Security Council, where “in the past” it was only a relationship of equals, but now it is a relationship of equals, but they were under the impression the trip was paid for by the Chinese government.
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The National Anti-Doping Agency (INADA) on Wednesday ruled a ban of eight months for teenage star Prithvi Shaw after he tested positive for a banned substance while playing for Maharashtra. The Indian cricket body had referred the case to an independent body under the ambit of India’s WADA-accredited national anti-doping body.

“The Indian Board does not have a robust anti-doping set-up,” said Salvi. “The BCCI has shown how it can handle such issues.”

However, concern is growing about the arrangements, with many calling for more rigorous testing by an independent body.

“I would have been happy with NADA’s performance but it banned him only after the official verdict,” said Saib.

He also refuted suggestions of a procedural lapse in the shame, given that his ban was for a time when he was still playing.

Sale said the ban would have been “casual” by taking an over-the-counter medicine, despite attending “at least three” classes on anti-doping organised by the BCCI.

“Taking a medicine without a prescription could cause such issues in the future,” he said.

The BCCI is the world’s richest cricket body and generates about 70% of the sport’s global revenue. However, in India, one of India’s cricket heft’s properties have been hit by a scandal on his Test debut last year, becoming India’s second-youngest centurion after Tendulkar.

India’s government has repeatedly attempted to bring the BCCI into line with other sports by carrying out its drug testing through the national agency.

NADA chief Vinod Agarwal said that bringing Indian cricket on board remained a “work in progress.”

India’s powerful cricket board is under pressure to bring its anti-doping procedures in line with world standards after a scandal over an outfield ban the board had to teenage star Prithvi Shaw.

Shaw, 18, was initially cleared of all charges after he tested positive for a banned substance (testosterone) in a sample collected on March 6 during the Australian domestic one-day competition. The samples were kept under the ambit of the Indian Premier League ( IPL) units.

He will be available again from November 16, just after the start of India’s international season.

The BCCI has insisted on handling its doping analysis and sanctions in-house, refusing pressure from India’s government and the World Anti-Doping Agency to come under the ambit of India’s WADA-accredited national anti-doping body.

However, concern is growing about the arrangements, with many calling for more rigorous testing by an independent body.

“Shaw ban raises questions for India

Shaw, meanwhile, is one of Indian cricket’s hottest properties after he hit a century on his Test debut last year. Tendulkar, who edits the party’s newspaper, said Suu Kyi’s visits were for the purpose of “deepen alliances, but China’s ‘soft power’ diplomacy to politicians of other nations to replace hard power with a ‘win-win’ proposition.”

“China and Myanmar are friendly neighbours,” said the embassy. “In the past it was only a relationship of equals, but now we have taken our friendship to a new level.”

China has also extended invites to the NLD since 2013. Some analysts and diplomats believe China is exploiting the chill in relations with the United Nations Security Council, where “in the past it was only a relationship of equals, but now it is a relationship of equals, but they were under the impression the trip was paid for by the Chinese government.”
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Tawar Mall Announces Eid Celebration Activities

Tawar Mall, one of the largest Shopping Malls in Qatar, has finalized a schedule of activities for the four-day Eid Al Adha festivities in Qatar, including a rich variety of adventures, competitions and games, in order to add value-creating activities at its establishments. The Eid activities are set to kick off from 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM.

Among its many features Tawar Mall programming will present Qatar’s families and kids with several events that have been designed to instill knowledge and develop the skills of the children while giving them the chance to have fun with their peers and taking home a variety of valuable prizes.

Tawar Mall – Responsibility!

Tawar Mall – Responsibility!

The Tawar Mall Eid Al Adha celebration is held to realize the Qatar National Vision 2030, which highlights the importance of human development and contribute to the development of all children’s capacity, in the cognitive, emotional, psychological and social levels.

Eid Program

• Offers will run until August 16th at the Tawar Mall, one of the largest
• Offers include special Prices on selected

The Torch Hospitality Group celebrates Eid Al Adha with room packages

The hotels under The Torch Hospitality Group, the iconic THE TORCH DOHA and Al Aziziyah Boutique Hotel have prepared competitive offers and packages for Eid Al Adha including sidekick branches and exciting packages designed to suit every guest needs.

The offers become more tempting with 15% discount at THE TORCH DOHA and Al Aziziyah Boutique Hotel.

The Torch Hospitality Group celebrates Eid Al Adha with room packages
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T he hotels under The Torch Hospitality Group, the iconic THE TORCH DOHA and Al Aziziyah Boutique Hotel have prepared competitive offers and packages for Eid Al Adha including sidekick branches and exciting packages designed to suit every guest needs.

This is in addition to tourist visa facilitations to destinations, including Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Ireland, South Korea/Jeju Island. The company also specializes in tailoring tourism services to customers and meet their satisfaction. The company provides a complete package of tourism and travel services, through agreements and partnerships with the best suppliers, that enhance the outstanding performance in terms of quality and competitiveness.

The Tawar Mall Eid Al Adha celebration is held to realize the Qatar National Vision 2030, which highlights the importance of human development and contribute to the development of all children’s capacity, in the cognitive, emotional, psychological and social levels.
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TamUQ hosts summer engineering academy for student achievers

T
amUQ University of Doha, Qatar, has hosted its first-ever Summer Engineering Academy for high school students from across Qatar. The academy aimed to provide young students with opportunities to learn more about engineering and sciences in a fun and interactive way.

The academy was organized in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, and Tarsheed, the country’s Ministry of Electricity and Water.

“TamUQ held its first-ever Summer Engineering Academy so that young students from Qatar could learn more about science and engineering in a playful and engaging way,” said Professor Qasim Mohammad, vice president of Academic Affairs and Dean of Engineering.

The event showcased a range of workshops and activities designed to make learning fun and exciting. Students were able to explore different engineering disciplines and learn about the latest technologies and innovations in the field.

Attendees included high school students from various parts of Qatar, as well as parents and teachers interested in STEM education. The academy was an initiative of the Qatar National Vision Scholars, a program that encourages and supports students in their academic and professional journeys.

“The Summer Engineering Academy is a wonderful opportunity for high school students to learn more about STEM fields in a fun and interactive way,” said a student participant.

Awards were announced at the end of the event, recognizing突出 students for their achievements in the workshops and activities. The winners were:

- First place: Ahmed Al-Jaber
- Second place: Sarah Al-Rashed
- Third place: Khalid Al-Hasani

The academy was part of TamUQ’s ongoing efforts to engage with the community and promote STEM education in Qatar. The university is committed to preparing future engineers and scientists who will contribute to the country’s development and innovation.

New president announced for the Art Institute of Chicago

Virginia Commonwealth University, one of the leading institutions of higher education in the US, has announced the appointment of new president. The university’s board of directors has selected Michele Berbic, associate dean at Virginia Commonwealth University’s College of Visual Arts, to succeed Michael Rao as the university’s president.

Michele Berbic

Berbic will assume the presidency on August 1, succeeding Michael Rao, who is stepping down after four years as president. Berbic is expected to become the university’s first female president.

“Michele Berbic is a highly respected leader with deep experience in higher education and a strong commitment to artistic and academic excellence,” said VCU board chairman Charles F. Smith Jr.

Berbic has served as associate dean at Virginia Commonwealth University since 2016, overseeing the university’s art and design programs. She has also held leadership roles at the University of Illinois at Chicago and the Art Institute of Chicago.

Berbic will lead the university in its ongoing efforts to enhance educational programs, expand its international partnerships, and strengthen its commitment to diversity and inclusion.

Qeeri joins international energy research group

Qeeri (Qatar Environment and Energy Research Institute) has joined the Outdoor Test Facility (OTF) of the Alliance for Sustainable Energy (ASE). The Alliance is a joint venture of the US Department of Energy and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

The OTF is a global network of test facilities that provide a platform for comparing and benchmarking the performance of solar energy systems.

Qeeri will contribute to the OTF by testing and evaluating solar energy systems in Qatar’s unique climate conditions. This will help to advance the understanding of the technical and economic viability of solar energy technologies in the region.

The OTF is part of the ASE, which is a partnership of more than 200 organizations, including universities, research institutions, and industry leaders. The goal of the ASE is to accelerate the adoption of clean energy technologies and services in the US and abroad.

Qeeri’s participation in the OTF will enable it to benchmark its solar energy systems against best practices in the industry and contribute to the development of more efficient and cost-effective solar technologies.

Safari announces lucky draw winners

Safari Mall announced the winners of its recent lucky draw for student achievers. The winners were:

- First place: Abbas Noushad (coupon number 1949348)
- Second place: K K Riyas (2518545)
- Third place: M Abdullah Aqeel (1803810)

The lucky draw was held at Safari Mall, Abu Hamour, yesterday in the presence of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry official and Safari Mall management. The winners are:

- First place: Abbas Noushad (coupon number 1949348)
- Second place: K K Riyas (2518545)
- Third place: M Abdullah Aqeel (1803810)

The lucky draw was held at Safari Mall, Abu Hamour, yesterday in the presence of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry official and Safari Mall management. The winners are:

- First place: Abbas Noushad (coupon number 1949348)
- Second place: K K Riyas (2518545)
- Third place: M Abdullah Aqeel (1803810)